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There are 4 secrets in this mission (none of them display the “Found Secret!” message):

#1: Climb up onto this roof and throw the lever to open the door.

#2: When you enter this room, a secret door will open. Follow the narrow
hall to find a book. (Light candle with flare.)



#3: Frob the symbol on the floor.

#4: Another symbol.



Objective:

➔ Find and explore the abandoned house. Figure out what is going on.

Key Listing
(In general order of appearance.)

Key Name Location Opens

(Cat) Key
East attic room. Rope up from outside above balcony and 
frob key from desk.

Door with cat painting on it.

(Pelican) Key Moneybox, lowest shelf, in library. Door with pelican painting on it.

(Bat) Key
Spider room, (room with spinning monster) pinned to side 
of shelf.

Door with bat painting on it.

(Fish Bone) Key Shelf below wolf head trophy, where floor collapses. Door with fish painting on it.

(Frog) Key On floor in room with frog door. Door with frog painting on it.

(Bird) Key Next to skeleton, bottom of spiral stairs.
1. Door with bird painting on it.
2. House exterior, south side, high up.

How do I get into the tunnels?

Important!

The first structure you’ll see looks like an outhouse. A boulder is blocking the door.
Open the door and look up. You’ll definitely need this item for the mission.

Fig. 1: The glowing tree marks the first tunnel’s location. It's a closed circuit and will
only bring you back to this one entry point. The important thing is to find some rope

arrows in it. Warning: you won't survive without the lantern. Once done, find the
nearby second tunnel (figure 2).



There  are  two tunnel  systems.  The first  one (figure  1)  will  contain  some necessary items.
Thoroughly explore it and exit when you’re done.

I’m finally into the tunnels and didn’t get very far. I see another level above and to the west but cannot
figure out how to get up there.

Look carefully at the cave ceiling. See the root? You need rope arrows, which you should have
found in the other tunnel.

I can’t swim against the current in the tunnel waterways!

Don’t waste your breath, literally. The way forward is found elsewhere.

I’m in the pool beneath the wooden bridge. Is there any way for me to climb up or use rope arrows?

Nope.

Fig. 2: Just opposite the first tunnel is this "unreachable" entryway.

NOTE

The lantern should be turned off while in the house, as it interferes with being able
to see things that highlight or frob.



I found a “stick of wood” in the tunnel. What’s it used for?

Place it on a particular rock formation so you can reach another tunnel.

I’m looking down at a small waterfall, but can’t seem to find a safe way down.

As you stand on the top of the cliff looking down, there’s a small ledge slightly to your left. Run
and leap onto it. Now shoot a rope into the tree up and to your north.

Is there a way to open the barred gate in the basement?

No.

How do I find the Bat door?

Go outside and mantle up onto the south balcony.

I’m in the room beyond the Bat Door. There’s a rusty gate that won’t open.

There’s an oil flask close by. Find and use it on the gate’s hinges.

Fig. 3: Once you're up there, toss the boulder out of the way. The tree will move. All you need to
do now is jump down and mantle back up into the tunnel.

None of the boards on windows or doors are break-able.



I’m in the Bat Room—the room with the weird spinning thing patrolling back and forth—and I can’t
figure out how to get out!

There’s a crate in the room that can be moved to expose a tunnel. BTW, you can kill the rotating
thing but it won’t give you anything, such as opening a passageway, etc.

I tried crossing a wooden floor and fell to a lower level. How do I get back up there?

You can try stacking crates but there’s an easier way. Go around and start frobbing wall lamps.

I’m in a room with a headless skeleton on the floor. In one corner, between the large hutch and wall is
a lever. I hear a door opening but cannot find it.

Go down one level via the stairs behind you. There should be a panel opened in the SW corner.

When you finally get the Bird Key, rope up onto the south balcony, plant a rope just below the door
high up (you can see the bird picture) and enter the attic. Reading a letter will introduce the following
objectives:

➔ Find out what is inside the Thirteenth Chamber. (Optional)
➔ Find the Saturn artifact. (Optional)

Fig. 4: Rope up to frob the switch, which opens the painting.



Fig. 6: Deciphering this combo lock will be one of the last things you’ll do. Although I normally give
outright answers to these type of locks, doing so here will ruin the story. I will tell you, however, that
the combination will be found in a secret room behind the boar’s head. That said, you won’t get that
door open until you’ve initiated the explosion, which is explained further down in this guide. If you
have absolutely given up, a screenshot with the revealed combination can be found on the last page.

Fig. 5: Frobbing this glyph (upper part of Heron
Room) opens the Antelope Door. (Right)



Glyph Locations

Fig. 11: Rope up to window from the outside. Fig. 12: First floor, where you go underneath bed (NE
corner).

Fig. 7: Inside cabinet. Fig. 8: Top of beams in attic where you find crystal ball.

Fig. 9: SW exterior corner of house. Fig. 10: Kitchen (climb upon wooden table to frob).



There are 7 glyphs total that need to be frobbed.

A  ceiling  in  one  of  the  rooms  shows  your
progress on which glyphs still  need activating.
Notice the two dark ones in figure 16 below.

Once  all  the  glyphs  have  been  frobbed,  the
Saturn artifact should appear in your inventory.
If  not,  do  a  quick-save,  followed  by a  quick-
load, where it should then appear.

Fig. 13: Beneath a stairway, beyond the broken Antelope
door. Enter that room and go west, all the way down to the

bottom of the stairs.

Fig. 16: This chart on a ceiling keeps you posted on what glyphs still need frobbing. Refer to
figures 7 - 13 to find them all. To find this room, climb upon to the south balcony, go through the

opening to your north, and enter the first room on your left.



Tri-Amulet Location

See Figure 4 on how to access this room.



Need shovel.

Need shovel.
In basement, where werewolf patrols.

Need shovel.

It's tedious returning to the valley to look for these amulets.

Need shovel.



What do I do with the empty bottle?

1. Take it around to the north side and drop it into the small pool of water that sits right up
against the house.

2. Retrieve it. It should now appear in your inventory as Rain Water.
3. Go into the kitchen—not the one upstairs, where food is prepared, but the one down

from there—where magic potions are made. There’s a black cauldron or pot.
4. Go  into  the  secret  room  and  read  the  cook  book.  (See  secret  #2.)  It  lists  three

ingredients: rain water, salt crystal and cinnabar. Drop all three into the pot.
5. Now “use” the empty bottle on the contents of the pot to get a useful gift.

Where do I find the salt crystal?

In the same room where you find the cookbook. In the secret passageway.

Where do I find cinnabar?
Return  to  outside  the  house  and
crawl back through the opening in
the  wall,  where  the  bricks  are
missing (NE corner). Climb down
to  the  small  waterfall.  Cross  the
water,  go  through  the  brush  into
the tunnel, and work your way to
the top of the opposite side, where
you  first  encountered  the  same
waterfall and had to jump, mantle,
rope, etc. to get down.

There should still be a rope in the
dead tree on the north face of the
canyon, unless you risked a fatal
fall to retrieve it. If it’s still there,
jump onto the rope and you’ll see
the  cinnabar  tucked  into  a  small
cave.  It’s  the  reddish-looking
stone circled in the screenshot.

There’s a small ledge just opposite from where the cinnabar is located, although hard to see in the low
light. Get on that ledge and fire another rope into the base of the dead tree. This will get you to within
frob distance of the cinnabar.

Fig. 17: The cinnabar is located just east of the house, above the small
rushing waterfall.



What do I do with the blue flower petals?

What do I do with the owl statuettes?

There’s a painting in the attic (fig.
18) that shows you.

Once  you’ve  placed  the  owl
statuettes  on  the  desk,  two  items
will  show  up.  One  of  them goes
onto  the  secret  door  shown  in
figure 19.

Fig. 18: Drop the blue petals onto the table where the crystal ball is. The cabinet in the
background will reveal its contents, where you can now grab the white owl statuette.

Fig. 19



Fig. 20: All tri-amulets placed.

Fig. 21: This bottle will eventually show up as shown here. Pick it up to make something happen.



Fig. 22: When you hear an explosion, it's a sign that this dude is up in the attic. You’ll also find
other evil entities have now spawned in and around the house.

Fig. 23: After the explosion, you'll get helpful hints like this one.



I found the message about the boar’s head, and I see what looks like a secret door beneath it. How to I
open it?

It’s all tied to picking up that bottle in figure 21 above. Once you’ve opened that door, this
objective will appear:

➔ Retrieve Anita and Samantha’s amulets.

What do I do with the silver snake?

Place it on the map in the room above the basement (hole in basement ceiling). Then pick up
the map and look at it. It marks the locations of where you need to use the shovel to dig out four
tri-amulets.

What does the Saturn artifact do, if anything?

It acts like a slow-fall potion.

Where do I have to go to “escape”?

All the way back to where you started.

Will the fountain of youth pool affect me?

No.

Combination lock revealed on next page.



Fig. 24: The combination (15 – 12 – 2 – 7) can be found on a read-able in the secret room behind the boar’s
head. Revealing the code BEFORE you have had a chance to discover the story totally ruins the mission.


